
John Wissink Leaves Behind 3O-year Legacy
Grand Valley State University's special edu- "In the early years of Grand

cation program is among the most extensive of Valley, everybody wore two hats
its kind in the nation and it srew to what it is because there were so few staff
today, in part, due to the efforts and expertise members," Wissink said. "We all
provided by veteran faculty member John did just about everlthing."
Wissink. Now, a search is on for his replace- Wissink, who was originally
ment hired in 1969, took a leave of

Wissink, who turns 61 on April 28, is retir- absence to return to the Universiry
ing after being part of the Grand Va1ley State of Arizona to complete his doctor-
lamily for three decades. a1 work. He returned to Grand

"I wanted to go out on top when I was doing Va1ley in 7972 with one of the first
well," Wissink said. "We have a real good pro- rwo learning disabled Ph.D.

Wissink taught learning disabled programs was to provide a program that is a fn,
for much of his tenure at the graduate level qual i ty program." Wissink said.
before teaching it at the undergraduate level. "The proof is whether or not your

"It has been a wonderful iob," Wissink said. students can be hired. Our students are in sreat
"T can go to almost any school in the tr i-counry demand.
(Kent, Ottawa, Muskegon) area and meet with "I'm proud of the dual-endorsement require-
people I know who have been my students over ment. Grand Valley is the only program in
the years." Michigan to require it."

Wissink helped establish both the graduate Wissink said the emphasis on educating -
and undergraduate programs for the School of and diagnosing - the learning disabled has
Education. increased tenfold since his early days at

Joseph Price Ending I 1-year Tenure At Grand Valley

gram here in place right now
"It has been a great time."

Joseph Price, who has been part ofthe School of
Education faculty since 1,987 and a founding mem-
ber of Colleaguei editorial board, is retiring from
GVSU this spring.

Price, 65, has taught special education programs
at both the graduate and undergraduate levels dur-
ing the past 11 years. He cited health reasons for his
retirement.

"Tt 's a very dif f icult  decision, because Crand
Valley has been one of my most enjoyable working
exoeriences I've ever had." he said.

Price said he plans to stay involved with urban
education projects, youth fairs and promoting
GVSU's Ghana connection by overseeing a pen-pal
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degrees in the country.
"The greatest thing we've done

exchange between students
: -  .L- .  ^^J +LIn InaI  ( 'OUnIr)  anu tnel f

counterparts in Grand
Rapids, along with coordi-
nating a "Books to Africa"
campaign. He also plans to
continue working with
GVSU on its educational
recruitment efforts involving
rhe Off ice of Minority
Affairs.'

Grand Valley.
"There is more of an emphasis on the learn-

ing disabled now," Wissink said. "Prior to my
arrival, there was no curriculum for the learning
disabled. We provided a service to fulfill a need."

An avid skier, Wissink said he plans to trav-
e1 and tackle the slopes throughout the United
States upon retirement. "I found that I enjoy
traveling," he said.

Joseph Pri'ce

Outside of education, Price plans to travel with
his wife, Mickey, and pursue his leisure loves of ten-
nis, bicycle r iding and camping.
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Iohn WissinA canducts a class at MacAinac HalI.


